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This picture was from the 2017-2018 school year when we visited Brookgreen Gardens. Located in Murrell's 
Inlet about 75 miles from USL, it is a nationally-famous statuary garden and nature preserve.  Please know 
their vast garden spaces are open still, but exhibit buildings are closed.  We go there every 4 years or so, and 
students tour the grounds and enjoy an interactive presentation about Gullah Culture from St. Helena 
preservationist Ron Daise.  A "bucket list" activity is to visit during their "Nights of 1000 Candles" in 
December each year: click here for info for the 2020 event. 

 
4) Looking back at this school year - As part of our hallmark Learning Outside the Classroom 
program, we expose our students to a wide array of cultural experiences, everything from dance 
to live theatre, at several local venues. We also host a number of cultural performances on our 
campus throughout the year. We offer these as a service to our community, so there is no charge 
for admission, and our students get experience as hosts (including set up and cleaning up the 
venue -- greeting their guests when they arrive and walking them out at the conclusion) and 
meeting and talking with members of different schools and organizations.  We enjoyed having 
the Parris Island Marine Band Brass Quintet, Ballroom Dance Charleston, and the Fabulous 
Chinese Acrobats this year! 
 

 
 
5) PE - at least 30 minutes of vigorous exercise, especially in the morning.  You should go 
outside every day.  Go on a bike ride, job, kick a soccer ball -- as long as you maintain social 
distance (6 feet) from other people. If you need guidance, here is a station work plan for today 
from Jen Payes. If you need help or additional ideas with this part of remote learning, please just 
contact our PE teacher Jen Payes (jpayes@uslowcountry.org).  



 
6) Here is a useful article for all: "Readers stuck at home need books — and community. Here’s 
how to access them." from the Washington Post.  The Charleston County Public Library system 
has also augmented their online offerings and made getting access easier. 
 
7) Here is something I would share with older students and adults that gives insight into the 
modern world economy from The Atlantic: "The Modern Supply Chain Is Snapping" 
 
Theme for today - Caring for yourself 
Here are a few resources for you.  I've found some and been recommended others by members of 
our community: 
1. "Yale's most popular class ever is available free online — and the topic is how to be happier in 
your daily life" - includes a link to audit and explore this class for free 
 
2. One of the psychological tools we share with students involves dealing with worry/anxiety in 
all of its forms.  It can be before an athletic competition, going somewhere new, taking a big 
assessment, etc.  It can also come at anytime: I share with the students that every few months I 
have "runaway mind" while trying to go to bed.  An effective way to deal with this is to write 
down the feelings you have: it is calming.  Another is to talk to yourself when you have those 
feelings in appropriate situations.  Being anxious before a basketball game is normal, and one 
can tell oneself "This is normal.  I am getting excited to play in this game."  Other related 
methods include mindfulness.  
 
Caring for /Serving our community 
Service to others is deliberately woven into our culture at University School.  We want to make 
sure we maintain this during this period of dislocation.   We have already reached out to two 
communities who are long-time Day of Caring partners of ours and that we expect to be deeply 
impacted: Pinehurst Elementary School in North Charleston and the South Santee Senior Center 
in McClellanville. Of course, as mentioned above, you can take on your own forms of service to 
others! 
 
These two articles have really stirred me into maintaining my fight against the urge to focus only 
on my worries and withdraw from engaging and helping those in need in our community. These 
are for older students and adults -- for younger, with guidance and discussion: 
1. "Coronavirus and Poverty: A Mother Skips Meals So Her Children Can Eat" 
2. "We Should All Be More Like the Nuns of 1918" 
 
Interested? At this stage, there are two things we'd like to provide them.  We are gathering this 
week for distribution on Friday, March 27.  You can leave them at USL and let us know or drop 
off when someone is on campus.  Just let me know:  
(A) Pinehurst Elementary School - books / simple games / board games (students are 7-11, but 
all books are welcome.  The distribution site had families with children from CD to high school)  
(B) South Santee Senior Center - handmade "thinking of you cards" and single-serving 
snacks/treats.  
 
Take care, 



Jason 
 
Jason Kreutner 
Head of School 
University School of the Lowcountry 
843.884.0902 
www.uslowcountry.org 

 


